Rural Entrepreneurship

Self-employment has dropped across the
country since 1990 but has remained higher
in rural areas than the suburbs and cities
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Rural small businesses are comparable in
revenue and proﬁt to urban companies
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80%
of rural small business
owners believe the quality
of life and cost of living are
much better in rural areas
BUT they cite challenges.

Challenge #1: Access to capital
40% of rural small business owners have trouble
accessing capital so most use personal savings
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Challenge #2: Access to workforce
Barriers to finding workers
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Challenge #3: Access to connectivity
Digital technology increased gross sales for rural
small businesses by 17.2% during the past three years.
20% of rural small businesses generate at least
80% of their revenue by selling online.
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Whether your business is rural, suburban,
urban or online, SCORE mentors are available
in 300 chapters in the U.S. and online.
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